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New Benefit for NTCB Members
As a professional member of NTCB you may be entitled to conflict resolution services at no charge if you
meet the following qualifications: In good standing at the Specialist or Coach level; have completed the
Coaching Course (correspondence and practicum) from an accredited organization; and use your code of
ethics and approved informed consent forms with all clients. You may check http://ntcrs.com for more
information.

Attention Aromatherapy Members
CARE Certified Raindrop Practitioners and Board Certified Raindrop Specialists who need to complete
their requirements (Coaching or the Intermediate/Advanced Aromatherapy Courses) before their next
renewal date may apply for training at: http://aromatherapycoach.com/care.html

News Brief
According to USA.gov, getting fit, losing weight, and managing stress are among the most common New
Year’s resolutions in America. Preventing and managing stress may help lower your risk of serious health
problems. Did you know that NTCB offers certification as a Stress Management Specialist™ or Stress
Management Coach™ based upon training in your modality? To review the requirements, please to:
http://www.ntcb.org/types/painstress/requirements.html . This designation is offered to all NTCB members
who qualify no matter which modality you are primarily certified in. All designations are $65/year. No matter
how many designations you hold from the NTCB, only 20 CEUs are required for renewal.

Member Spotlight on Reflexology
Paula S. Stone, NTCB Master Reflexologist and Instructor, has authored Therapeutic Reflexology: A Stepby-Step Guide to Professional Competence. This peer-reviewed textbook brings together skills, resources,
technologies, and methodologies to train professional reflexologists and enhance the skills of experienced
practitioners.
For a limited time, NTCB members may purchase Therapeutic Reflexology with companion DVD, plus free
online resources at 25% off retail with free shipping (continental USA). A complete suite of professional
training materials is available for educators. To order visit www.TheStoneInstitute.org.
Educators interested in writing a review of Therapeutic Reflexology, contact Paula Stone at
info@stoneinstitute.org. To see an online sample of Therapeutic Reflexology, visit Pearson’s Virtual
Preview portal at http://www.pearsonhighered.com/showtell/stone_013157924X/web/stone_013157924X.html
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Health News – Guest Editor
Following are comments by William James “Bill” Cunningham on two recent articles on Homeopathy. Bill is
a NTCB Board Certified Homeo-Therapeutic Coach, Biofeedback Specialist and Biofeedback Instructor.
You may view more information at http www.whitedovehealing.com
I am honored to be invited by NTCB to comment on two exciting articles on Homeopathy. If you need a
boost to your sense of humor, please read a short four page article in:
http://www.naturalnews.com/031297_homeopathy_overdose.html by Mike Adams, the Health Ranger, its’
editor, dated 2/11/11. “You can’t overdose on homeopathic remedies; Why won’t homeopathy skeptics
drink their own medicine?” (NaturalNews) It's really quite hilarious to see this unfold: Homeopathy skeptics
and vicious Big Pharma attack dogs are running around the globe in ludicrous demonstrations where they
consume huge doses of homeopathic remedies in public and then claim that because they don't die of an
“overdose” these medicines therefore don't work.
Enjoy Mike Adams’ entertaining rebuttal of these mediocre minds’ faulty thinking and their gross lack of
understanding of the advanced mechanisms of homeopathy. There is a well done explanation of
homeopathy within the article and a challenge to these “intellectually impaired” to engage in a public “drinka-thon.” Mike asks the skeptics to bring a gallon of Big Pharma and he will bring a gallon of Homeopathy
and bets them on who will be left standing after the contest. Guess who?
The second article I strongly urge you to read, save and share, especially with hard core skeptics is from a
recent Huffington Post article titled: “Support for Homeopathic Medicine is on the Rise” posted January 30,
2011 by homeopathic veteran Mr. Dana Ullman. The article can be located at
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/dana-ullman/luc-montagnier-homeopathy-taken-seriously_b_814619.html.
This is a major step in validating scientifically the proof of homeopathic efficacy.
Two Nobel Prize winners take homeopathy seriously. The first discourse is by Dr. Luc Montagnier, the
French Virologist who won the Nobel Prize in 2008 for discovering the AIDS virus who has surprised the
scientific community with his strong support for homeopathic medicine. He boldly came forth with this
support in “Science” magazine December 24, 2010. He explains how his research has verified
electromagnetic signals of the original medicine remaining in water which has been proven to have
dramatic biological effects on humans.
In addition to Dr. Montagnier’s research is the opinion of another Nobel Prize winning scientist Dr. Brian
Josephson, PhD. Josephson wrote a response to an article on homeopathy in “New Scientist” showing
research proves that homeopathic remedies attribute their effects to modifications of the water’s (carrier
agent) structure. He goes on to courageously state that he knows of no refutations of homeopathy that
remain valid after this point is taken into account. Basically that water has a memory of compounds once
dissolved in it. Amen!

Is your certification expiring?
Check your certificate or email us for your expiration date. Visit our website at http://ntcb.org/apply.html and
follow the instructions to pay online and download a recertification form for your designation. You may also
mail your recertification into headquarters (address on the application). Each designation is $65/year.

Have you moved lately?
Let us know how we can find you by sending us your new contact information, including email address,
to ntcb.info@gmail.com. Thank you!
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Thanks to all for your continued support.

Jackie Olsen
Jackie Olsen, Executive Director
Natural Therapies Certification Board
info@ntcb.org * http://ntcb.org
848 N. Rainbow Blvd., Box 2500, Las Vegas, NV 89107
800-710-1539 ext.1  888-484-3113 (fax)
The views expressed in this newsletter are my personal opinions and are not to be attributed to the Natural Therapies Certification
Board. Upon receipt of information that proves that my expressed views are false or incorrect I will issue the appropriate retractions
and apologies.
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